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Frequency variation in spatial frequency domain imaging is a powerful tool for adjusting the penetration depth of
the imaging signal and the parameter sensitivity toward absorption and diffusive and subdiffusive scattering.
Through our computational analysis, using an analytical solution of the radiative transfer equation, we add quan-
titation to this tool by linking the different spatial frequency regimes to their relative information content and to
their absolute depth sensitivity. Special focus is placed on high spatial frequencies by analysis of the phase func-
tion parameter γ and its significance and ambiguity in describing subdiffusive scattering. © 2015Optical Society of

America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) is a diffuse optical
imaging modality that is frequently used to derive absorption
and scattering maps of turbid media [1–8]. Its great advantage
over other techniques is the spatial resolution of the derived
optical properties. The technique employs spatially modulated
sinusoidal light-intensity projections and uses the diffusely back-
scattered light to derive optical properties using a suitable light
propagation model [3,9,10]. Therefore, the spatial frequency of
the projection pattern has implications on the depth sensitivity
[1] and on the sensitivity toward absorption and scattering.

The typical spatial frequency range for mapping of absorp-
tion and scattering in tissue is on the low-frequency end in
order to maximize the absorption contrast and to achieve maxi-
mum depth sensitivity. At the same time, the measurement at
multiple frequencies is a prerequisite to separate absorption and
scattering in the diffuse reflectance signal. While there seems to
be an established frequency regime in SFDI, the best spatial
frequency choice, depending on the sought-after optical param-
eters, is somewhat unknown. Therefore, we analyzed the depth
sensitivity and the relative information content of spatial fre-
quency domain (SFD) reflectance with respect to absorption,
scattering, and the scattering phase function for a large range
of spatial frequencies. By setting the focus to high spatial
frequencies, we continued from our previous work to further
investigate the influence of the scattering phase function in
SFDI [11].

All our studies are based on optical property ranges typical
for human or animal tissue [12–14]. In the first part of this
work (Section 2), we examine the theoretical relationship be-
tween different spatial frequency values and their correspond-
ing sensitivity to the absorption, scattering, and scattering
phase function parameters, respectively. This allows for identi-
fication of ideal frequency values for the extraction of absorp-
tion and scattering parameters in turbid media. Additionally,
we relate spatial frequency values to their corresponding depth
sensitivity and provide depth sensitivity maps in dependence of
the optical properties.

In Section 3, we focus on high spatial frequencies and in-
vestigate the extent to which structural information of scatterers
possibly can be detected using nonpolarized SFDI. To this end,
we studied the significance of the phase function parameter γ
and made theoretical investigations on its information content.
By comparison of different phase functions, we were able to
reveal ambiguity in the inverse problem, when trying to extract
γ from experimental SFDI data. Based on this analysis, we
suggest possible strategies that minimize the uncertainty in the
derivation of γ for biological tissue.

2. SENSITIVITY REGIMES IN SFDI

In view of its biomedical application, experimentalists typically
aim for the absorption coefficient μa and the reduced scattering
coefficient μ 0

s when performing SFDI. Therefore, μa can carry
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valuable information about metabolic properties such as perfu-
sion, oxygenation, and chemical content and μ 0

s is related to
structural tissue properties like cell density or tissue type [3,7].

In most SFDI studies, spatial frequencies below f �
0.3 mm−1 (corresponding to k ≈ 1.9 rad

mm ) are used. While this
regime has become a best practice, the implications of
expanding or reducing the frequency range are typically not
considered.

In contrast with other diffuse optical imaging technologies
such as spatially resolved reflectance, subdiffusive light is always
part of the SFD reflectance signal due to its wide-area projec-
tion [15]. The relative influence of subdiffusive light on SFD
reflectance is strongly dependent on the spatial frequency and
may be diminished or enhanced by proper selection of the spa-
tial frequency range [16]. Subdiffusive light propagation is
characterized by the underlying scattering phase function
and has been found to be well quantified by the phase function
parameter γ � 1−g2

1−g1
, where g1 and g2 are the first- and second-

order Legendre moments of the scattering phase function, re-
spectively [17,18]. In the following, we use this parameter to
quantify the sensitivity toward subdiffusive light propagation in
SFDI. Therefore, we make frequent use of the term “SFD re-
flectance” or simply “reflectance” and refer to the demodulated
amplitude (AC reflectance signal), which is typically obtained
from three successively captured phase images [1].

We quantify the parameter sensitivity of SFD reflectance by
calculation of derivatives with respect to the different optical
parameters. Our analysis is based on an analytical solution
of the radiative transfer equation (RTE) for spatially modulated
projections on semi-infinite, homogeneous, and isotropic scat-
tering media [19,20]. Using this model, we calculated a large
set of SFD reflectance data R for a broad range of biologically
relevant optical parameters [12,13], namely, 0.003 mm−1 ≤
μa ≤ 0.3 mm−1 and 0.3 mm−1 ≤ μ 0

s ≤ 3 mm−1. A simulation
grid of 10 × 10 within these parameter ranges was formed, and
the derivative of R with respect to μa and μ 0

s was calculated and
expressed in terms of scaled spatial frequencies f ∕μ 0

s at every
grid point. By normalizing and subsequently averaging the
derivatives of all grid points, two curves with respect to μa and
μ 0
s were obtained. We show these curves in Fig. 1, illustrating

the sensitivity of SFDI toward absorption and scattering.
In previous studies, fractal size distributions of scatterers

were found to agree well with the angular scattering character-
istics of cells [21–25] and are able to reproduce the observed
nature of refractive index fluctuations in tissue [26]. Therefore,
we base our sensitivity analysis on this fractal phase function
type with a fractal dimension of α � 4.4 corresponding to
γ � 1.8. This γ value corresponds to the mean of reported
in vivo studies on γ for various tissue types [27–29]. The
fractal phase function assumes a weighted average of Mie
scatterers with the number concentration ρ following the
power law

ρ�d � � Ad −α; (1)

with scaling factor A [14]. In our case, the wavelength was set to
λ � 600 nm, and we used 500 discrete Mie scatterers with a
diameter between d � 1 nm and d � 10 μm to approximate
the power law. The refractive indices were set to ni � 1.40 and
no � 1.33 inside and outside the scatterers, respectively [25].

In order to also study the sensitivity toward γ, a similar
calculation was carried out using a series of γ values represent-
ing the measured and anticipated γ range for human tissue.
To this end, the SFD reflectance for 100 different fractal
scattering phase functions was calculated with fractal dimen-
sions linearly spaced between 3.3 ≤ α ≤ 5.5 (corresponding
to 1.3 ≤ γ ≤ 2.4) using the same particle sizes and refractive
indices as above. In the next step, the derivative of R was
formed with respect to γ for all 100 reflectance curves and
averaged to yield the third normalized curve, as shown in
Fig. 1. Due to the small dependence of μa and μ 0

s on
∂R∕∂γ, the absorption and reduced scattering value were fixed
to μa � 0.01 mm−1 and μ 0

s � 1 mm−1, respectively.
From the three curves in Fig. 1, the relative importance of

μa, μ 0
s , and γ at different spatial frequency regimes can be

understood. Accordingly, the strongest influence of μa on the
SFD reflectance exists at the low-frequency end and diminishes
quickly for higher frequencies. The influence of μ 0

s is found to
be maximal at about f ∕μ 0

s � 0.06 but also affects reflectance at
low and very high spatial frequencies. The maximum relative
influence of γ on the reflectance curve is found at f ∕μ 0

s ≈ 0.31
and maintains its prominence also for higher frequencies.
Noticeably, its influence reduces strongly toward the low-
frequency end, and a small influence remains even at spatial
frequency zero [16]. All our computations are based on the
numerical detection aperture NA � 1, and it should be con-
sidered that low spatial frequencies are much more sensitive to γ
for lower detection apertures based on the distinct angular
reflectance characteristics of subdiffusive scattering.

Based on the large set of optical properties considered, it is
not possible to generally compare the derivative curves on an
absolute scale without normalization. One should, however, be
aware that the absolute influence of μ 0

s may well exceed that of
μa or γ at the low- or high-frequency end, respectively. As an
example, the derivatives ∂R∕∂μ 0

s and ∂R∕∂γ are almost the same

Fig. 1. Normalized sensitivity of SFD reflectance toward the differ-
ent optical parameters x (μa, μ 0

s , and γ) for different scaled spatial
frequencies. Every curve stands for an average of the respective deriva-
tive ∂R∕∂x computed for a large set of optical properties. The shaded
areas give the standard deviation of the corresponding average.
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on an absolute scale at f ∕μ 0
s � 0.31 mm−1 for μa �

0.01 mm−1, μ 0
s � 1 mm−1 and γ � 1.8. One should therefore

not underestimate the influence of μ 0
s at high spatial frequencies

based on Fig. 1.
Every curve in Fig. 1 represents an average value and is

therefore embedded in a shaded area, thus giving the standard
deviation of the corresponding averaging. Note that the graph’s
y axis is limited to values between 0 and 1 and does not fully
depict the symmetry of the standard deviations with respect to
the curves.

In spite of its normalized values, Fig. 1 offers several impor-
tant findings. First, there is no frequency range where any of
the three parameters μa, μ 0

s , and γ can be derived without con-
sideration of a second parameter.

Second, it can be observed that the parasitic influence of the
scattering phase function on the measurement of μa and μ 0

s can
be diminished by limitation of the frequency range to about
f ∕μ 0

s ≤ 0.1, without losing too much information on μ 0
s . One

should keep in mind that a model-based wrong assumption in γ
of only Δγ � 0.2 can already cause a 10% error in μ 0

s when
using the frequency range 0 ≤ f ∕μ 0

s ≤ 0.2 [11].
Third, it may be possible for sufficiently small absorption

values to disregard the influence of μa and to measure μ 0
s

and γ by considering only high spatial frequencies.
In the next step, we want to relate the different spatial fre-

quency regimes to their corresponding propagation depths and
give an example of the typical number of scattering interactions
involved. In Fig. 2, we show the SFD reflectance as predicted
from Monte Carlo simulations for semi-infinite media with
μa � 0.01 mm−1, μ 0

s � 1 mm−1, and fractal scattering using
α � 4.4 (all other parameters as above). In addition to the
actual SFD reflectance curve for these parameters (solid line),
we also show the simulated spatial frequency reflectance as
obtained by limiting the number of maximum scattering inter-
actions to 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100, respectively (dashed curves).
Accordingly, while the actual reflectance signal can only be ob-
tained by allowing a very large number of interactions (in this

case 1000 or more), a limited number of interactions suffice to
produce the correct reflectance signal at high frequencies. The
actual number of required interactions is mostly dependent on
the first Legendre moment g1 of the scattering phase function.

The lowest dashed curve in Fig. 2 corresponds to only a
single scattering interaction. This curve is almost a horizontal
line across all frequencies. Consequently, subdiffusive or ballis-
tic photons contribute nearly equally at all spatial frequencies.
By gradually increasing the number of maximum interactions,
one finds that photons are decreasingly likely to contribute to
high spatial frequency reflectance. In this case, photons with
more than 50 scattering interactions have negligible contribu-
tion for frequencies above f � 0.3 mm−1. This is because an
increasing number of scattering interactions corresponds on
average to a larger propagation distance and, thus, to a decline
in high-frequency content.

The considerations in Fig. 2 have three useful implications.
First, small volumes of turbid media suffice to perform mea-
surements at high spatial frequencies, where deeply penetrating
light no longer contributes to the reflectance signal. Second,
Monte Carlo simulations for modeling of subdiffusive light
propagation may be accelerated by about an order of magnitude
through limiting the number of scattering interactions. Third,
the reflectance at very high spatial frequencies may be sub-
tracted from that of low spatial frequencies to reduce the quali-
tative influence of specular reflections from rough surfaces
without using polarization filters [16]. This subtraction may
reduce the image noise related to surface effects and, thus, en-
hance the visibility of deep tissue heterogeneities. However,
even though this procedure also eliminates specular reflections
from SFDI data, it cannot reduce the potential error in μa and
μ 0
s due to uncertainty in the scattering phase function.
In order to understand the penetration depth of light that

contributes at a certain spatial frequency, we present the average
and the near maximal penetration depth computed for a large
set of optical properties in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Using a
recently discovered analytical solution to the RTE for layered
media (to be published, and based on the approach of Liemert
and Kienle [19,20]) assuming normal incidence of a spatially
modulated light source, we applied the following procedure to
investigate the penetration depth of light [30,31]. In the model,
we assumed a two layered media and set the optical properties
of the bottom layer such that light entering the second layer is
always absorbed and has no chance to be reflected back to the
first layer. In the first layer, we chose a set of optical properties
and assumed fractal scattering with α � 4.4 as above. In an
iterative computation, we determined the thickness dx of
the first layer such that the absolute diminishing impact of
the black bottom layer on the SFD reflectance signal is exactly
x � 50% or x � 5%. These depths serve as an approximation
to the average and near maximal penetration depths of light,
and we show their values dependent on spatial frequency and
for a large set of first layer optical properties in Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively.

Figures 3 and 4 were computed for a fixed value of
μ 0
s � 1 mm−1 but are also transferable to other reduced scatter-

ing values by consideration of the scaled spatial frequency f ∕μ 0
s

and the scaled depth dxμ
0
s . As an example, for μa � 0.01 mm−1

Fig. 2. Spatial frequency domain (SFD) reflectance as predicted by
a Monte Carlo simulation for μa � 0.01 mm−1, μ 0

s � 1 mm−1, and
g1 � 0.91 (solid curve). The dashed curves correspond with the same
simulation with limitation of the allowed number of scattering inter-
actions to a maximum of 1, 5, 10, 50, or 100 interactions.
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and μ 0
s � 1 mm−1, we find d 50 � 1.8 mm and d 5 � 7.7 mm

at spatial frequency zero (both values are marked by a cross in
Figs. 3 and 4). Note that the influence on the reflectance of a
second layer at depth d 5 (or d 50) can actually be larger than 5
(or 50) percent, if the scattering of this second layer exceeds
that of the upper layer.

3. HIGH SPATIAL FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

According to Section 2, the high spatial frequency regime is
characterized by a very low sensitivity to μa, a maintained
sensitivity to μ 0

s , and an increasing influence of subdiffusive
scattering. The scattering anisotropy g1 � hcos�θ�i, which is
defined as the mean cosine of the scattering angle θ, has
often been considered as the key parameter in the subdiffusive
regime [21,32]. However, as demonstrated by Bevilacqua and
Depeursinge in 1999 [18], subdiffusive backscattering strongly

depends on the first and second Legendre moment of the phase
function and is well quantified by the dimensionless parameter
γ � 1−g2

1−g1
. In spite of its counterintuitive mathematical defini-

tion, γ has been found to correlate almost linearly with the frac-
tal dimension of turbid media in the anticipated biological
scattering regime [14]. In general terms, γ inversely quantifies
the subdiffusive backscattering efficiency. Small γ values corre-
spond to large reflectance in proximity to the source and, thus,
at high spatial frequencies.

When investigating single Mie scatterers of diameter d, it
can be found that a relation between the scaled size parameter
d∕λ and γ exists. This relation is dependent on the refractive
index ratio m � ni∕no of the inside and outside of the scatter-
ing particle and may be studied experimentally by measuring γ
for monosized particles over a broad wavelength range. In our
case, the relations were found by numerical computation and
are given in Fig. 5 for various refractive index ratios.

For the typical situation, where no additional information
on the measured scattering particles is available, the low- and
high-frequency oscillations shown in the curves of Fig. 5 dem-
onstrate an ambiguity in trying to relate a particular γ value to
the size of scattering particles. This ambiguity is very pro-
nounced for particles with a high refractive index mismatch,
as can be seen by the decline of the lower curves in Fig. 5
at larger particle sizes. In spite of these ambiguities, γ still dem-
onstrates a meaningful parameter for quantification of the size
characteristics of biological tissue based on two reasons. On the
one hand, the typical amplitude Δn of refractive index varia-
tions in biological tissue tends to be small (typically Δn < 0.1)
[25,26,33,34], thereby avoiding the low-frequency oscillations
in Fig. 5. On the other hand, biological tissue contains a broad
distribution of scattering particles, which evens out the ambi-
guity related to the high-frequency oscillations [26].

As a single parameter, γ cannot contain the entire complex-
ity of the scattering phase function and, thus, higher-order
Legendre moments are required to fully quantify subdiffusive
scattering. The potential impact of these higher-order Legendre
moments is frequently disregarded when performing measure-
ments to retrieve γ. The common approach toward measuring γ
is to assume a simplified scattering phase function within a light
propagation model and to fit this model to the reflectance data

Fig. 3. Look-up graphic for the average scaled penetration
depth d 50μ

0
s for a large range of optical properties and scaled spatial

frequencies.

Fig. 4. Look-up graphic for the near maximum scaled penetration
depth d 5μ

0
s for a large range of optical properties and scaled spatial

frequencies.
Fig. 5. Computed γ values for single Mie scatterers of different size
parameter d∕λ and different refractive index ratios m.
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using a series of forward calculations [14,28,35,36]. By choos-
ing a specific model phase function type, its general shape
characteristics in angular and Legendre space are determined.
Consequently, when comparing the reflectance of different
phase function types at fixed γ values, the influence of higher-
order Legendre moments becomes apparent.

We employed a series of five different scattering phase func-
tion types for the simulation of SFD reflectance at the fixed
scaled spatial frequency of f ∕μ 0

s � 0.31. This frequency value
is selected because of its maximum sensitivity toward γ (see
Fig. 1). Figure 6 shows the calculated reflectance values at this
single frequency versus γ with the absorption and scattering
value fixed to μa � 0.01 mm−1 and μ 0

s � 1 mm−1, respec-
tively. The five selected phase function types are represented
by different colors or shading. The solid black curve corre-
sponds to the previously considered fractal distribution of
Mie scatterers (see Section 2), and the dashed black curve
represents a Gaussian distribution of Mie scatterers with stan-
dard deviation σd � 0.25d and refractive index ratio
m � 1.40∕1.33. The three shaded areas represent the reflec-
tance ranges accessible by the Reynolds–McCormick scattering
phase function (R-McC, with −0.5 ≤ α ≤ 5 and jgj ≤ 1 as
defined by Reynolds and McCormick [37]), the modified
Henyey–Greenstein function [18] (MHG, with jgHGj < 1
and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1) and the modified powers of cosines function
(MPC, with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ N ≤ 100 as defined by
Bevilacqua and Depeursinge [18]).

Figure 6 contains essential information for the accurate
measurement of γ. In what is often called the inverse problem,
one finds oneself confronted with reflectance data and seeks to
derive optical properties from it by using an appropriate light
propagation model. In this context, Fig. 6 provides the conclu-
sion that a single reflectance value such as R�f ∕μ 0

s � 0.31� �
0.08 cannot be uniquely mapped to a particular γ value.
Instead, using different phase function types, a large range
of γ values can lead to the same reflectance value. In this exam-
ple, using different parameters for the MPC phase function, the

reflectance value R � 0.08 could correspond to any γ value
between 1.2 and 1.8. Consequently, if no specifics about
the actual phase function of a sample are known, this range
in γ also represents the possible error and the potential influ-
ence of higher-order Legendre moments. This source of error
may also be a cause of recently reported deviations between
measured and expected γ values [14,28].

To minimize the potential error of γ measurements, the
appropriateness of the employed model phase function must
be ensured. Several studies suggest that a fractal distribution
of Mie scatterers may serve as a reasonable approximation to
cell and tissue scattering [14,21–26]. In view of long compu-
tation times and required high computation orders for corre-
sponding radiative transfer models, the variable yet simpler
MPC function may also be used to approximate a fractal
distribution of Mie scatterers. Based on Fig. 6, we found the
empirical formula,

α�N � � p1N
2 � p2N � p3

N 2 � q1N � q2
; (2)

relating the two input parameters of the MPC function for best
emulation of fractal scattering. A similar best fit is found for the
SFD reflectance values of the Gaussian distribution in Fig. 6,
and the corresponding parameters are given in Table 1.

According to Fig. 6, neither the RMcC nor the MHG func-
tion can fully reproduce the γ reflectance relationship of fractal
or Gaussian–Mie scattering, as they are either limited in their γ
range and/or in their variability in higher-order Legendre
moments.

It is a great feature of fractal scattering that its γ reflectance
characteristic is almost independent of the refractive index ratio
m and, thus, unaffected by the uncertainty in the amplitude of
refractive index fluctuations in tissue. The same does not apply
for a Gaussian distribution of Mie scatterers for large refractive
index ratios m ≥ 1.1, where the γ reflectance relation is non-
bijective and does no longer allow for unique γ matching. The
use of a narrow size distribution of high refractive index scat-
terers for precise experimental quantification of γ is therefore
inappropriate.

The data of Fig. 6 has been calculated for a fixed spatial
frequency and by integrating the reflectance over the entire
detection half-sphere (NA � 1). We also performed similar
calculations at f ∕μ 0

s � 0.1 and f ∕μ 0
s � 1 and obtained rela-

tions that are similar to those shown in Fig. 6 yet weaker in
their absolute dependency on γ. Our conclusions based on
the fixed frequency analysis are therefore valid over a very large
spatial frequency range. Furthermore, computations were also
performed for smaller detection apertures, and we found that
the associated reduction in reflectance intensity depends to
some extend on the phase function type. Indeed, we observed

Fig. 6. Spatial frequency domain reflectance at the fixed frequency
of f ∕μ 0

s � 0.31 with constant absorption and scattering intensity for a
large set of different scattering phase functions. The shaded areas
correspond to the large variability that relates to the choice of the dif-
ferent scattering phase functions and illustrates the ambiguity in the
derivation of γ.

Table 1. Empirical Parameters for Eq. (2) Relating the
Two Input Parameters of the MPC Phase Function for
Best Imitation of Fractal or Gaussian Scattering

p1 p2 p3 q1 q2
Fractal 1.026 1.14 3.28 1.40 5.53
Gaussian 0.987 −0.674 1.04 −0.682 1.44
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that our empirical relations based on Eq. (2) and Table 1 are
only partially valid for smaller detection angles and may allow
for errors in γ of up to about 0.1 for numerical detection
apertures of NA ≤ 0.35 and less. This leads to the additional
conclusion that also the detection aperture may have major in-
fluence on the quantification of γ and requires proper
modeling.

4. CONCLUSION

The variation of spatial frequencies in SFDI is a powerful tool
to adjust the relative sensitivity toward absorption and diffusive
and subdiffusive scattering. By systematic modeling of tissue
optical properties, we were able to distinguish absolute spatial
frequency regimes with respect to their parameter sensitivity.
Together, with our analysis on the corresponding penetration
depths, it is possible to make a purposeful decision on the
selection of spatial frequency values.

There is a recent trend for experimental quantification of
subdiffusive scattering and its associated parameter γ
[14,17,27,28,35–38]. Based on our analytical computations,
we contributed to the basic understanding of the significance
and reliability of the γ parameter and demonstrated the poten-
tial absolute inaccuracy in γ to exceed 0.3, if the higher
Legendre moments of the model scattering phase function
are not considered properly. For absolute comparability of
measured γ values, it is essential to make use of an appropriate
scattering phase function model, which matches the basic an-
gular scattering characteristics of the underlying sample. For
biological tissue, fractal scattering might potentially serve as
a good model, and we made the empirical finding that this
model may be further approximated by the simpler modified
powers of cosines function.

An important observation for phantom-based studies are the
ambiguities in the γ reflectance relationship of a narrow size
distribution of high refractive index scatterers. In such cases,
it may not be possible to assign distinct γ values to the obtained
reflectance intensities.
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